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This will help to explain why we are losing the pro-life battle at all levels of worldwide
interchange.

The Hastings Center Report is a major bioethics journal which carries “the bioethics party-
line”. Each of the articles in the "Symposium" section of the March/April 1999 issue of this
journal approves human EMBRYONIC stem cell research.

Although most people would agree that the use of human MATURE stem cells is ethical as
long as other ethical conditions are met, it is the use of human EMBRYONIC stem cells that is
not only unethical but immoral, simply because in order to get those stem cells, defenseless
unborn children must first be destroyed.

On Ben Wattenberg’s 06/19/99 program, a totally one-sided show with three guests who
were all pro-human embryonic stem cell research, a brief clip of Dr. D. Irving was shown. It
stated there is no need to use human EMBRYONIC stem cells because MATURE stem cells have
been scientifically proven to work. Wattenberg asked one of his guests to respond to this claim.

At that point Wattenberg’s guest, [scientist] Dr. Gearhart, calmly lied by saying Dr. Irving
had no scientific basis for that claim. It was an outright lie because there are a number of scientific
studies which indeed have proven that MATURE stem cells do work.

It must be recognized that for Gearhart not to have lied would have been for him to withdraw
his support for the massive industry which uses killed human embryos. This is an industry
which would supply those embryos [embryo parts for their embryonic stem cells] to NIH and NIH-
supported stem cell researchers who are funded by federal tax dollars.

Most people do not realize the horrendous war over grant money and patents among all these
researchers, pharmaceutical companies, and private research labs.

Hopefully, people will begin to investigate this semi-secretive bioethics monster. That
could readily be accomplished by scanning the hundreds of bioethics web sites to see just how
mammoth the worldwide bioethics industry is. That would also show its intimate connection to
the United Nations.

Very recently the notoriously pro-death Australian, Peter Singer, who is the president of the
International Bioethics Institute under the U.N., was recently awarded a [tenured] faculty
contract by Princeton U. Pitifully few pro-life stalwarts, as presidential hopeful Steve Forbes,
have protested this Singer appointment directly to Princeton officials. With all his financial clout
& connection with Princeton, not to mention his avowed abhorrence for the pro-death agenda,
Forbes refrained from using that financial leverage against Princeton.

It is important ((& urgent)) for people to plug “bioethics” into a mega search engine to see
what comes pouring out. The same astonishing ((mind boggling)) result comes from plugging the
term “gnosticism” into one of those web search engines.



Indeed, it is crucial that people everywhere gain a grasp of just how absolutely enormous
and far advanced this bioethics machine is. It is the machine that is virtually running things
around the world, while so few people have even an inkling of its pro-death agenda.

It is a sobering fact of life that if people don’t catch up quickly to this bioethics ghoulish
monstrosity, it will very soon be too late. The massive machinery they have forged over the last
30 years is now solidly entrenched within almost every institution in existence around the globe.

It is little wonder that world renowned British embryologist, Dr. Robert Edwards [speaking
at a 1999 international fertility conference] made this brazenly immoral & insulting remark:

Soon it will be a sin of parents to have a child that carries the heavy burden of genetic
disease. We are entering a world where we have to consider the quality of our
children.

This is “eugenics”, a Hitlerian mentality all dressed up in the new garments of bioethics.

Indeed, bioethics is one of the major sources of the theory and practice used to achieve
eugenics – especially in public policy-making in the USA and worldwide.

Let us pray and act, that human sacrifice, once deplored as the worst of barbarism & now
being proposed by the bioethics frankenstein machine, will be outlawed as the offense against
God and humanity that it is.

___________________________
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